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RECOMMENDED READS FOR YEAR 7 
 Title Author 

 The Red Pyramid 
 
Carter and Sadie Kane’s dad is a brilliant Egyptologist with a 
secret plan that goes horribly wrong. An explosion shatters 
the ancient Rosetta stone and unleashes Set, the evil god of 
chaos… 
Set imprisons Dr Kane in a golden coffin and Carter and 
Sadie must run for their lives. To save their dad, they 
embark on a terrifying quest from Cairo to Paris to the 
American South-west and discover the truth about their 
family’s connection to the House of Life: an Egyptian temple 
of magic that has existed for thousands of years. 
The pharaohs of ancient Egypt are far from dead and 
buried. And so, unfortunately, are their gods... 
 

 
Rick Riordan 

 

Harry Potter – Series of 7 
 
‘Harry Potter’ is a series of seven epic fantasy novels about 
the adventures of a young wizard, Harry Potter, and his 
friends Ronald Weasley and Hermione Granger. All are 
students at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. 
The main story concerns Harry's quest to overcome the 
Dark wizard Lord Voldemort, who aims to become 
immortal, conquer the wizarding world, overpower non-
magical people, and destroy all those who stand in his way, 
especially Harry Potter. 
 

 
J. K. Rowling 

 

Millions 
 
It was a one-in-a-million chance. A bag crammed with cash 
comes tumbling out of the air and lands right at Damian's 
feet. Suddenly the Cunningham brothers are rich. Very rich. 
They can buy anything they want. There's just one problem 
- they have only seventeen days to spend all the money 
before it becomes worthless. And the crooks who stole the 
cash in the first place are closing in – fast. 
 

 
Frank Cottrell 

Boyce 

http://www.thegoodbook.co.uk/lost
http://www.thegoodbook.co.uk/true
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epic_(genre)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fantasy_literature
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magician_(fantasy)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_Potter_(character)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ron_Weasley
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermione_Granger
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hogwarts_School_of_Witchcraft_and_Wizardry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lord_Voldemort
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_Potter_universe
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The Hunger Games – Series of 3 
 
Twenty- four are forced to enter. Only the winner survives. 
In the ruins of a place once known as North America lies the 
nation of Panem, a shining Capitol surrounded by twelve 
outlying districts. Each year, the districts are forced by the 
Capitol to send one boy and one girl between the ages of 
twelve and eighteen to participate in the Hunger Games, a 
brutal and terrifying fight to the death – televised for all of 
Panem to see. 
Survival is second nature for sixteen-year-old Katniss 
Everdeen, who struggles to feed her mother and younger 
sister by secretly hunting and gathering beyond the fences 
of District 12. When Katniss steps in to take the place of her 
sister in the Hunger Games, she knows it may be her death 
sentence. If she is to survive, she must weigh survival 
against humanity and life against love. 

 
Suzanne 
Collins 

 

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe 
 
When Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy took their first steps 
into the world behind the magic wardrobe, little do they 
realise what adventures are about to unfold. And as the 
story of Narnia begins to unfold, so too does a classic tale 
that has enchanted readers of all ages for over half a 
century. 

 
C. S. Lewis 

 

Gallagher Girls – Series of 5 
 
Gallagher Academy might claim to be a school for geniuses 
– but it’s really a school for spies. Cammie Morgan is fluent 
in fourteen languages and capable of killing a man in seven 
different ways (three of which involve a piece of uncooked 
spaghetti). But the one thing the Gallagher Academy hasn’t 
prepared her for is what to do when she falls for an 
ordinary boy who thinks she’s an ordinary girl. 
Sure, she can tap his phone, hack into his computer, and 
track him through a mall without his ever being the wiser, 
but can Cammie have a normal relationship with a boy who 
can never know the truth about her? 

 
Ally Carter 

http://www.thegoodbook.co.uk/if-you-could-ask-god-one-question
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Tom Gates – Series of 7 
 
Tom scribbles the world from his point of view, each page is 
an explosion of hand-written rants, funny stories and 
dynamic cartoons. 'All I want to do is get tickets to see the 
best band ever, DUDE3, when they come to town. It’s not 
easy when I’m up against Delia, my weirdo big sister, and all 
my plans seem to get me into MAJOR TROUBLE…'  The 
books ooze personality and with so much going on, they 
promise to maintain the attention of young readers for 
hours at a time. 
 

 
Liz Pichon 

 

There’s a Boy in the Girls’ Bathroom 
 
"Give me a dollar or I'll spit on you." That's Bradley Chalker 
for you. He is the oldest child in the class. He tells enormous 
lies. He picks fights with girls, and the teachers say he has 
"serious behaviour problems." No one likes him - except 
Carla, the new school counsellor. She thinks Bradley is 
sensitive and generous, and she even enjoys his far-fetched 
stories. Carla knows that Bradley could change, if only he 
weren't afraid to try. Sometimes the hardest thing in the 
world is believing in yourself. 
 

 
Louis Sachar 

 

 

Henry Tumour 
 
It wasn't my choice: Henry was in charge. As if school bullies 
and his mum's tofu sandwiches weren't enough for Hector 
Brunty, he now has another dilemma: a talking brain 
tumour. Henry Tumour turns out to be the perfect alter-
ego, advising Hector on haircuts, high-fashion, and tactics 
for snogging the best-looking girl in school, Uma Upshaw. 
Controlling his speech and brain chemicals is quite enough, 
but soon Henry Tumour is trying to make more decisions 
about Hector's life than he'd like. Can Hector overpower his 
tumour in order to get what he really wants ... before they 
both go under the knife? 
 

 
Anthony 

McGowan 
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Percy Jackson and the Olympians – Series of 5 
 
If you know anything about Greek mythology, you'll know 
that their gods had a tendency to produce demigod kids by 
the dozen. And the ‘Percy Jackson and the Olympians’ series 
is all about a boy who discovers that he's the offspring of a 
god, and the other demi-god kids that he gets to know at a 
very, very special camp. Rick Riordan spins a clever fast-
moving adventure that mines ancient mythology and gives 
it a modern spin. 

 
Rick Riordan 

 

The White Giraffe 
 
When she is eleven years old, Martine is orphaned and sent 
to live with her grandmother on an animal sanctuary in 
South Africa. The adventures that follow are exciting and 
moving, as Martine discovers the magic of Africa and a love 
of its rich environment and ancient peoples.  
One night Martine, lonely and feeling slightly rebellious too, 
looks out of her window and sees a young albino giraffe – 
silver, tinged with cinnamon in the moonlight. Could this be 
the fabled white giraffe – a trophy for hunters everywhere? 
So begins Martine’s magical adventures which lead her to 
discover a gift of healing and a secret valley which she 
travels to with the giraffe, where she’ll find clues about her 
past and future. 

 
Lauren St 

John 

 

Kensuke’s Kingdom 
 
‘Kensuke’s Kingdom’ is a true children’s classic by Michael 
Morpurgo, the creator of ‘War Horse’. 
I heard the wind above me in the sails. I remember thinking, 
this is silly, you haven’t got your safety harness on, you 
haven’t got your lifejacket on. You shouldn’t be doing this... 
I was in the cold of the sea before I could even open my 
mouth to scream. 
Washed up on an island in the Pacific, Michael struggles to 
survive on his own. With no food and no water, he curls up 
to die. When he wakes, there is a plate beside him of fish, 
of fruit, and a bowl of fresh water. He is not alone… 
 

 
Michael 

Morpurgo 

http://www.thegoodbook.co.uk/awesome-on-the-inside
http://www.thegoodbook.co.uk/the-cry-of-my-heart
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Young Bond – Series of 6 
 
This is Charlie Higson's explosive bestselling ‘Young Bond’ 
series. Before the name became a legend. Before the boy 
became a man. Meet Bond. James Bond.  He’s back, aged 
13 years. The original superspy. A global phenomenon. A 
hero every boy wants to be, and every girl wants to know. 
This is the start of an adventure that will take him from the 
school playing fields to the remote shores of Loch Silverfin 
and a terrifying discovery that threatens to unleash a new 
breed of warfare.  
 

 
Charlie 
Higson 

 

Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl 
 
‘The Diary of a Young Girl’ (also known as ‘The Diary of 
Anne Frank’), is a book of the writings from the Dutch 
language diary kept by Anne Frank while she was in hiding 
for two years with her family during the Nazi occupation of 
the Netherlands. The family was detained in 1944, and 
Anne Frank died of typhus in the Bergen-Belsen 
concentration camp. The diary was retrieved by Miep Gies, 
who gave it to Anne's father, Otto Frank, the family's only 
known survivor. The diary has since been published in more 
than 60 different languages. 
 

 
Anne Frank 

 

Ally’s World – Series of 7 
 
Ally Love is just one member of a borderline fruitcake 
family. Apart from her laid-back dad, she shares her gently 
falling-down house with sisters Linnhe (uptight) and Rowan 
(airhead), kid brother Tor (strangely silent) and a menagerie 
of pets (all slightly wonky). Then there're her best mates 
Sandie and Billy, who're both brilliant but who don't tend to 
speak to each other much. Oops. Maybe the only one who 
could make sense of Ally's World is Mum, but she doesn't 
happen to be around. Whatever, there's always something 
going on in Ally's World... 
 
 

 
Karen 

McCombie 

http://www.thegoodbook.co.uk/stranger-than-fiction
http://www.thegoodbook.co.uk/hanging-in-there
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dutch_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dutch_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diary
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anne_Frank
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netherlands_in_World_War_II
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netherlands_in_World_War_II
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typhus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bergen-Belsen_concentration_camp
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bergen-Belsen_concentration_camp
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miep_Gies
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Otto_Frank
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Ghost Hawk 
In the winter of his eleventh year, Little Hawk goes deep 
into the forest, where he must endure a three-month test 
of solitude and survival which will turn him into a man. 
But outside the woods, the world is changing. English 
settlers are landing on the shores of the New World, and 
tensions between native tribes and the invaders are rising. 
Little Hawk's fate becomes irreversibly entwined with that 
of John, a young English boy who dares to question 
intolerance. He is witness to a secret murder - will he now 
be witness to bloodshed between nations? 

 
Susan Cooper 

 

David Walliams Books 
Six hilarious and moving novels from bestselling, critically 
acclaimed author, David Walliams. 
DEMON DENTIST: 
Strange things were happening in the dead of night. When 
children put a tooth under their pillow for the tooth fairy, 
they would wake to find something creepy in its place. Evil 
was at work. But who or what was behind it? 
BILLIONAIRE BOY: 
Joe has a lot of reasons to be happy. About a billion of 
them, in fact. He has absolutely everything he could 
possibly want. But there’s just one thing he really needs: a 
friend… 
GANGSTA GRANNY: 
Ben’s grandma is the boringest grandma ever: all she wants 
to do is to play Scrabble and eat cabbage soup. But there 
are two things Ben doesn’t know about her. 
1) She was once an international jewel thief. 
2) All her life, she has been plotting to steal the crown 
jewels, and now she needs Ben’s help… 
MR STINK: 
Mr Stink stank. He also stunk. And if it was correct English 
to say he stinked, then he stinked as well… 
THE BOY IN THE DRESS: 
Dennis was different. Why was he different, you ask? 
Well, a small clue might be in the title of this book… 
RATBURGER: 
Can Zoe keep her beloved pet rat safe from the clutches of 
the dastardly Burt of Burt’s Burgers? 

 
David 

Walliams 
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The Skulduggery Pleasant Novels – Series of 8 
 
Skulduggery Pleasant is a series of fantasy novels by author 
Derek Landy. The books revolve around the adventures of 
the skeleton detective, Skulduggery Pleasant and a teenage 
girl, Stephanie Edgley (Valkyrie Cain) along with other 
friends. The central story arc concerns Valkyrie's struggle to 
stop evil forces threatening the world, finally find justice for 
her late uncle's death, and her internal struggle of keeping 
the darkness within her to stay within. 

 
Derek Landy 

 

The Hobbit 
 
Bilbo Baggins is a hobbit who enjoys a comfortable, 
unambitious life, rarely travelling further than the pantry of 
his hobbit-hole in Bag End. 
But his contentment is disturbed when the wizard, Gandalf, 
and a company of thirteen dwarves arrive on his doorstep 
one day to whisk him away on an unexpected journey 
‘there and back again’. They have a plot to raid the treasure 
hoard of Smaug the Magnificent, a large and very 
dangerous dragon… 
The prelude to ‘The Lord of the Rings’, ‘The Hobbit’ has sold 
many millions of copies since its publication in 1937, 
establishing itself as one of the most beloved and influential 
books of the twentieth century. 

 
J. R. R. Tolkien 

 

Liar & Spy 
 
When Georges moves into a Brooklyn apartment building, 
he meets Safer, a twelve-year-old coffee-drinking loner and 
self-appointed spy. Georges becomes Safer’s first spy club 
recruit. His assignment? Tracking the mysterious Mr X, who 
lives in the apartment upstairs.  
But as Safer becomes more demanding, Georges starts to 
wonder: how far is too far to go for your only friend?  
Rebecca Stead's characters are delightfully engaging, and 
she has woven intricate ideas into a beautiful story. Liar & 
Spy is an inspired, often-funny novel for middle grade kids 
about friendship, fears, bullying and how to deal with your 
worries. It will keep readers guessing until the very end..  

 
Rebecca 

Stead 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fantasy_novel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Derek_Landy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Story_arc
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The Child’s Elephant 
 
When a baby elephant is left orphaned on the African 
savannah, Bat, a young herds boy, takes her home and 
cares for her. But Bat's grandmother knows that Meya 
cannot stay with them for ever - the call of the wild will 
always be sounding in her soul. 
And there are rumours borne on the wind; frightening 
stories of kidnapping and suffering and war. Bat and his 
closest friend, Muka, are catapulted into a new life of 
unimaginable terror. Now memories of their village world 
feel so far away. Will the bond between elephant and child 
remain strong enough to save them? 
A thrilling new novel which tells a heartbreakingly life-like 
tale. 

 
Rachel 

Campbell- 
Johnson 

 

Matilda 
 
Matilda is a sweet, exceptional young girl, but her parents 
think she's just a nuisance. She expects school to be 
different but there she has to face Miss Trunchbull, a kid-
hating terror of a headmistress. When Matilda is attacked 
by the Trunchbull she suddenly discovers she has a 
remarkable power with which to fight back. It'll take a 
superhuman genius to give Miss Trunchbull what she 
deserves and Matilda may be just the one to do it!  
As well as the children’s favourite ‘Matilda’, Dahl has 
created some of the best-loved children's stories of the 
20th century, including: 
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, James and the Giant 
Peach, The Witches, Charlie and the Great Glass 
Elevator, The BFG, George's Marvellous 
Medicine and Fantastic Mr Fox. 

 
Roald Dahl 

 

The Children of the King 
 
Cecily and Jeremy have been sent to live with their uncle 
Peregrine in the English countryside, safe from the war, 
along with a young refugee named May. But when Cecily 
and May find two mysterious boys hiding in the ruins of a 
nearby castle, an extraordinary adventure begins.  

 
Sonya 

Hartnett 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlie_and_the_Chocolate_Factory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_and_the_Giant_Peach
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_and_the_Giant_Peach
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Witches_(book)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlie_and_the_Great_Glass_Elevator
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlie_and_the_Great_Glass_Elevator
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_BFG
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George%27s_Marvellous_Medicine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George%27s_Marvellous_Medicine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fantastic_Mr_Fox
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War Horse 
In the deadly chaos of the First World War, one horse 
witnesses the reality of battle from both sides of the 
trenches. Bombarded by artillery, with bullets knocking 
riders from his back, Joey tells a powerful story of the truest 
friendships surviving in terrible times. The bedlam of battle 
had begun. All around me men cried and fell to the ground, 
and horses reared and screamed in an agony of fear and 
pain. The shells whined and roared overhead, and every 
explosion seemed like an earthquake to us. One horse has 
the seen the best and the worst of humanity. The power of 
war and the beauty of peace. This is his story. 
Former Children’s Laureate and award-winning author, 
Michael Morpurgo, has written nearly 100 books for 
children, some of his most popular books include: 
The Wreck of the Zanzibar, The Butterfly Lion, Kensuke's 
Kingdom, Shadow, Born to Run, An Elephant in the Garden, 
Running Wild and Private Peaceful. 

 
Michael 

Morpurgo 

 

Journey to the River Sea 
It is 1910 and Maia, tragically orphaned at 13, has been sent 
from England to start a new life with distant relatives in 
Manaus, hundreds of miles up the Amazon. She is 
accompanied by an eccentric and mysterious governess 
who has secret reasons of her own for making the journey. 
Both soon discover an exotic world bursting with new 
experiences in this highly colourful, joyous and award-
winning adventure. 

 
Eva Ibbotson 

 

Skellig 
When a move to a new house coincides with his baby 
sister's illness, Michael's world seems suddenly lonely and 
uncertain. Then, one Sunday afternoon, he stumbles into 
the old, ramshackle garage of his new home, and finds 
something magical. A strange creature - part owl, part 
angel, a being who needs Michael's help if he is to survive. 
With his new friend Mina, Michael nourishes Skellig back to 
health, while his baby sister languishes in the hospital. 
But Skellig is far more than he at first appears, and as he 
helps Michael breathe life into his tiny sister, Michael's 
world changes for ever… 

 
David Almond 
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The Chocolate Box Girls – Series of 6 
 
Each sister has a different story to tell, which one will be 
your favourite? 

After the amazing twist at the end of ‘Sweet Honey’, the 

sixth and final book in Cathy Cassidy's ‘Chocolate Box Girls 

series’, ‘Fortune Cookie’, follows Jake, the Tanberry sisters' 

newly discovered half-brother... 

As if the bombshell that he had three half-sisters wasn't 

enough, Jake's life in London is turning into a nightmare. He 

has nowhere to run - except for maybe his new family in 

Somerset... But Jake knows next to nothing about the 

Tanberrys. Will he be welcome there? And even if he is, can 

anyone really help him turn things around? 

 

Cathy Cassidy 

 Drama / Smile / Sisters – The Graphic Novels 
 
‘Drama’ is another awesome graphic novel by Raina 

Telgemeier. It is all about the love of theater, and the 

modern issues that we face in middle school, like auditions, 

rejection, multiculturalism, friends, and secret crushes. This 

graphic novel is a great read, and has a surprise twist 

ending!  

 
‘Smile’ is a true story about Raina’s childhood. It all started 

when she was 12 years old and on her way to her friend’s 

house. She tripped and fell, knocking out her two front 

teeth. What followed were several years of awful dental 

procedures: retainers, fake teeth and professionals with job 

titles Raina couldn't even pronounce! 

 

‘Sisters’, the companion novel to ‘Smile’, revisits the 

Telgemeier family. This time, the main problem isn’t Raina’s 
teeth. It’s her sister, Amara. ‘Sisters’ explores the 

relationship between Raina and Amara as they learn to deal 

with their differing personalities and problems between 

their parents. Implementing both present day events and 

flashbacks, Raina Telgemeier once again strikes gold with 

this charming graphic novel about sisters. 

 

Raina 

Telgemeier 
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Alex Rider – Series of 9 
When his guardian dies in suspicious circumstances, 

fourteen-year-old Alex Rider finds his world turned upside 

down. Forcibly recruited into MI6, Alex has to take part in 

gruelling SAS training exercises. Then, armed with his own 

special set of secret gadgets, he's off on his first mission to 

Cornwall, where Middle-Eastern multi-billionaire Herod 

Sayle is producing his state-of-the-art Stormbreaker 

computers. Sayle has offered to give one free to every 

school in the country - but there's more to the gift than 

meets the eye. 

Follow Alex on all of his missions in this action-packed 

series! 

 

Anthony 

Horowitz 

 

 
 

The Graveyard Book 
When a baby escapes a murderer intent on killing the entire 

family, who would have thought it would find safety and 

security in the local graveyard? Brought up by the resident 

ghosts, ghouls and spectres, Bod has an eccentric childhood 

learning about life from the dead. But for Bod there is also 

the danger of the murderer still looking for him - after all, 

he is the last remaining member of the family. A stunningly 

original novel deftly constructed over eight chapters, 

featuring every second year of Bod's life, from babyhood to 

adolescence. Will Bod survive to be a man? 

 

Neil Gaiman 

 

Jamie Johnson – Series of 7 
Jamie's heart seemed to be beating all through his body. 

Everything depended on him. He had to score. Jamie 

Johnson's desperate to become his school's star football 

player (and in his dreams, a top professional too). He's got 

so much to prove, and not just on the pitch - so why aren't 

his mum, teachers and best mate on his side? The 

pressure's on, but has Jamie got what it takes? 

Jamie Johnson is boy who lives and breathes football. He’s 

got amazing talent and the desire to make it to the top. 

Follow him on his journey to success! 

The titles includes in the set are:  

The Kick Off, Shoot to Win, Golden Goal, Man of the Match, 
World Class, Final Whistle and the Special World Cup 
Prequel, Skills from Brazil. 

 

Dan 

Freedman 
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The Enemy – Series of 6 
 
THEY’LL CHASE YOU. 
THEY’LL RIP YOU OPEN. 
THEY’LL FEED ON YOU... 

When the sickness came, every parent, policeman, 
politician - every adult fell ill. The lucky ones died. The 
others are crazed, confused and hungry. 
Only children under fourteen remain, and they’re fighting to 
survive. 
 

 
Charlie 
Higson 

 
 
 

Of Lions and Unicorns 
 
Featuring over twenty short stories from the length of 
Michael Morpurgo's glittering career, as well as extracts 
from his ten best-loved novels, this is the definitive Michael 
Morpurgo collection. Beautifully illustrated throughout and 
spanning an entire career, don't miss this stunning treat for 
collectors and fans alike. 
 

 
Michael 

Morpurgo 

 

The Executioner’s Daughter 
 
Thrilling adventure set in the underbelly of the Tower of 
London and on the Thames in Tudor times. 
 
Moss hates her life. As the daughter of the Executioner in 
the Tower of London, it’s her job to catch the heads in her 
basket after her father has chopped them off. She dreams 
of leaving, but they are prisoners with no way out. 
Then Moss discovers a hidden tunnel that takes her to 
freedom, where she learns that her life isn’t what she 
believes it to be and she doesn’t know who to trust. 
Her search for the truth takes her on a journey along the 
great River Thames. Could the answers lie deep in its murky 
depths? 
 
 
 

 
Jane 

Hardstaff 
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The Saga of Darren Shan (Cirque Du Freak ) – 
Series of 12 
 
The Saga of Darren Shan revolves around the consequences 
of the main character Darren meeting a vampire named 
Larten Crepsley and becoming a vampire himself, against 
his will. The book follows Darren after he has become one 
of the undead, with twists to the normal vampire traits and 
adventures, quests and problems which shall constantly 
keep you on your toes.  

 
Darren Shan 

 
 
 
 

Paws and Whiskers 
 
This special anthology features the very best stories about 
cats and dogs from the world of children's literature, chosen 
by bestselling author and Battersea Cats and Dogs Home 
patron Jacqueline Wilson.  
Includes a brand new story by Jacqueline herself, Leonie's 
Pet Cat, as well as extracts from treasured classics such 
as ‘The Hundred and One Dalmatians’ by Dodie Smith 
and ‘Gobbolino the Witch's Cat’ by Ursula Moray Williams, 
and from modern favourite writers such as Anne Fine and 
Patrick Ness. The book also features personal new pieces 
from many authors about their own treasured pets, with 
contributions from Michael Morpurgo, Philip Pullman, 
Malorie Blackman and more.  

 
Jacqueline 

Wilson 

 

Bodyguard – Series of 3 
 
In a dangerous world, everyone needs protection. 
‘Bodyguard: Hostage’ is the new thriller from Chris 
Bradford, bestselling author of Young Samurai. ‘Bodyguard’ 
is a bulletproof action-adventure series that fans of Cherub 
and Alex Rider will love.  This is Lee Child for younger 
readers – a teenage Jason Bourne for the next generation.    
With the rise of teen stars, the intense media focus on celeb 
families and a new wave of billionaires, adults are no longer 
the only target for hostage-taking, blackmail and 
assassination - kids are too. 
That’s why they need a young bodyguard like Connor 
Reeves to protect them. 

 
Chris 

Bradford 
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Wonder 
 

I won't describe what I look like. Whatever you're 
thinking, it's probably worse. 
August (Auggie) Pullman was born with a facial deformity 
that prevented him from going to a mainstream school—
until now. He's about to start 5th grade at Beecher Prep, 
and if you've ever been the new kid then you know how 
hard that can be. The thing is Auggie's just an ordinary kid, 
with an extraordinary face. But can he convince his new 
classmates that he's just like them, despite appearances? 

 
R. J. Palacio 

 

 

 
 

Young Sherlock Holmes – Series of 6 
 
‘Young Sherlock Holmes’ is proposed as a series of Young 
Adult novels showing how a teenage Holmes comes to 
terms with the fact that he is different from his friends 
whilst getting involved in mysteries whose effects will be 
felt all the way from his own dysfunctional family to the 
highest echelons of the British Empire. 

 
Andrew Lane 

 

 
 
 
 

My Brilliant Life and other Disasters 
 
It’s a new term and Jessica has high hopes, especially as 
Natalie has chosen to work with her on the class wildlife 
project. If only Jessica can concentrate and not mess it all 
up… The comic is coming along brilliantly, too. But then 
Scarlett rolls into town, with her super-cool attitude and 
alternative lifestyle. And her cartoons… 

 
Catherine 

Wilkins 

 

 
 

Artemis Fowl – Series of 8 
 
‘Artemis Fowl’ tells the tale of a twelve-year-old genius, a 
criminal mastermind who wants to acquire fairy gold in 
order to replenish his families fortunes. Bringing together 
both the human and fairy worlds, Colfer writes about 
Artemis's quest for the gold and how the fairies try to 
prevent him from gaining their riches. 

 
Eoin Colfer 
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 Title Author 

 

The Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy 
 
It’s an ordinary Thursday lunchtime for Arthur Dent until his 
house gets demolished. The Earth follows shortly 
afterwards to make way for a new hyperspace bypass and 
his best friend has just announced that he’s an alien. At this 
moment, they’re hurtling through space with nothing but 
their towels and an innocuous-looking book inscribed with 
the big, friendly words: DON’T PANIC. 
The weekend has only just begun… 
Volume one in the trilogy of five. 
 

 
Douglas 
Adams 

 

Harry Potter – Series of 7 
 
‘Harry Potter’ is a series of seven epic fantasy novels about 
the adventures of a young wizard, Harry Potter, and his 
friends Ronald Weasley and Hermione Granger. All are 
students at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. 
The main story concerns Harry's quest to overcome the 
Dark wizard Lord Voldemort, who aims to become 
immortal, conquer the wizarding world, overpower non-
magical people, and destroy all those who stand in his way, 
especially Harry Potter. 
 

 
J. K. Rowling 

 

Cosmic / Framed 
 
When lanky Liam gets mistaken for a grown-up and ends up 
lost in space, is there any way back? And when a secret 
store of artistic treasures, including Van Gogh’s Sunflowers, 
comes to a tiny Welsh town, how will the beauty and 
mystery of art touch the lives of one boy and his family? 
From Carnegie Medal winner Frank Cottrell-Boyce, these 
funny, touching and highly-acclaimed stories are true works 
of art. 
 
 

 
Frank Cottrell 

Boyce 

http://www.thegoodbook.co.uk/true
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epic_(genre)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fantasy_literature
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magician_(fantasy)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_Potter_(character)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ron_Weasley
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermione_Granger
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hogwarts_School_of_Witchcraft_and_Wizardry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lord_Voldemort
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_Potter_universe
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Small Steps 
 
Armpit and X-Ray are living in Austin, Texas. It is three years 
since they left the confines of Camp Green Lake Detention 
Centre and Armpit is taking small steps to turn his life 
around. He is working for a landscape gardener because he 
is good at digging holes, he is going to school and enjoying 
his first proper romance, but is he going to be able to stay 
out of trouble when there is so much building up against 
him? In this exciting novel, Armpit is joined by many vibrant 
new characters, is learning what it takes to stay on course, 
and that doing the right thing is never the wrong choice.  

 
Louis Sachar 

 

The Chronicles of Narnia – Series of 7 
 
When Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy took their first steps 
into the world behind the magic wardrobe, little do they 
realise what adventures are about to unfold. Journeys to 
the end of the world, fantastic creatures, and epic battles 
between good and evil. And as the story of Narnia begins to 
unfold, so too does a classic tale that has enchanted readers 
of all ages for over half a century. The book that has it all 
is ‘The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe’, written in 1949 
by Clive Stables Lewis. But Lewis did not stop there.  
Six more books followed, and together they became known 
as ‘The Chronicles of Narnia’. 

 
C. S. Lewis 

 

Stay Where You Are And Then Leave 
 
The day the First World War broke out, Alfie Summerfield's 
father promised he wouldn't go away to fight - but he broke 
that promise the following day. Four years later, Alfie 
doesn't know where his father might be, other than that 
he's away on a special, secret mission. 
Then, while shining shoes at King's Cross Station, Alfie 
unexpectedly sees his father's name - on a sheaf of papers 
belonging to a military doctor. Bewildered and confused, 
Alfie realises his father is in a hospital close by - a hospital 
treating soldiers with an unusual condition. Alfie is 
determined to rescue his father from this strange, 
unnerving place... 

 
John Boyne 
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The World of Norm 
 
Norman knew it was going to be one of those days when he 
woke up and found himself about to pee in his dad’s 
wardrobe. 
Nothing is ever fair in Norm’s world – and since his family 
moved house, things are even worse than usual. Why on 
earth did they have to move, anyway? In their old place, he 
never tried to pee in anything but a toilet! And when 
Norm is in bed, he’s kept awake by his dad snoring like a 
constipated rhinoceros. Will he ever get used to their 
rubbish new house, where you can hear every tiny noise 
through the flimsy walls? Will he stop being pestered by his 
annoying little brothers? Will life ever get less unfair for 
Norm?  

 
Johnathan 

Meres 

 

Maggot Moon 
 
Narrated against the backdrop of a ruthless regime 
determined to beat its enemies in the race to the moon, 
‘Maggot Moon’ is the astonishing new novel from award-
winning author Sally Gardner.  
When his best friend Hector is suddenly taken away, 
dyslexic hero Standish Treadwell realises that it is up to him, 
his grandfather and a small band of rebels to confront and 
defeat the ever-present oppressive forces of the 
Motherland.  
Utterly original and stunning, it is impossible not to be 
moved by ‘Maggot Moon's’ powerful story and the 
unforgettable heroism of Standish. 

 
Sally Gardner 

 

 

Percy Jackson and the Olympians – Series of 5 
 
If you know anything about Greek mythology, you'll know 
that their gods had a tendency to produce demigod kids by 
the dozen. And the "Percy Jackson and the Olympians" 
series is all about a boy who discovers that he's the 
offspring of a god, and the other demi-god kids that he gets 
to know at a very, very special camp. Rick Riordan spins a 
clever fast-moving adventure that mines ancient mythology 
and gives it a modern spin. 

 
Rick Riordan 

http://www.thegoodbook.co.uk/awesome-on-the-inside
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Eggs 
Nine-year-old David has recently lost his mother to a freak 
accident, his salesman father is constantly on the road, and 
he is letting his anger out on his grandmother. 
Sarcastic and bossy 13-year-old Primrose lives with her 
childlike, fortune-teller mother, and a framed picture is the 
only evidence of the father she never knew. 
Despite their differences, David and Primrose forge a tight 
yet tumultuous friendship, eventually helping each other 
deal with what is missing in their lives. 

 
Jerry Spinelli 

 

 

The Hunger Games – Series of 3 
Twenty- four are forced to enter. Only the winner survives. 
In the ruins of a place once known as North America lies the 
nation of Panem, a shining Capitol surrounded by twelve 
outlying districts. Each year, the districts are forced by the 
Capitol to send one boy and one girl between the ages of 
twelve and eighteen to participate in the Hunger Games, a 
brutal and terrifying fight to the death – televised for all of 
Panem to see. Survival is second nature for sixteen-year-old 
Katniss Everdeen, who struggles to feed her mother and 
younger sister by secretly hunting and gathering beyond the 
fences of District 12. When Katniss steps in to take the place 
of her sister in the Hunger Games, she knows it may be her 
death sentence. If she is to survive, she must weigh survival 
against humanity and life against love. 

 
Suzanne 
Collins 

 

Diary of a Chav 
For now, Shiraz is stuck on an estate in Goodmayes, Essex, with 
her sister Cava-Sue, her nightmare mum Diane and her loved-up 
mate Carrie. Hoodies, hip-hop and hanging about outside Claire's 
Accessories. Taking her flatulent Staffy for a walk. Lusting after 
local lad Wesley Barrington Baines II. It's a limited world for this 
loveable Essex dreamer. But when new English Teacher Miss 
Brackett arrives at Mayflower Academy, Shiraz is made to see 
there's more to life than getting excluded, suped up Vauxhall 
Novas and Chicago Town pizza. It's time Shiraz began thinking 
what she wants to do with life. And what sort of person she 
wants to be. A lot of snooty folk call Shiraz Bailey Wood a chav. 
Well if by 'Chav' you mean 'Charming, Hilarious, Articulate and 
Vibrant', Shizza doesn't mind that at all. Call her what you want. 
She don't care. She's keeping it real. 

 
Grace Dent 

http://www.thegoodbook.co.uk/if-you-could-ask-god-one-question
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Young Bond – Series of 6 
This is Charlie Higson's explosive bestselling ‘Young Bond’ 
series. Before the name became a legend. Before the boy 
became a man. Meet Bond. James Bond.  He’s back, aged 
13 years. The original superspy. A global phenomenon. A 
hero every boy wants to be, and every girl wants to know. 
This is the start of an adventure that will take him from the 
school playing fields to the remote shores of Loch Silverfin 
and a terrifying discovery that threatens to unleash a new 
breed of warfare.  

 
Charlie 
Higson 

 
 

 

Pig Heart Boy 
Cameron is thirteen and his heart is failing. He needs a 
heart transplant – fast. Then a pioneering doctor 
approaches his family with a startling proposal. He can give 
Cameron a new heart: a heart from a pig. It’s a weird idea. 
But Cameron is fed up with sitting on life’s side-lines, 
unable to play sport or swim. He has to give it a try – even if 
it means becoming the world’s first pig-heart boy. 
Soon Cameron is discovering how great it feels to live a 
normal life. But there are some people who don’t think it’s 
normal for a boy to have a pig’s heart. Will Cameron’s new 
life last long enough for him to discover what it’s really all 
about? Shocking, original and moving, this is the remarkable 
story of a boy learning who he really is, while going where 
no one has ever gone before. 

 
Malorie 

Blackman 
 

 

Zom-B – Series of 7 
‘Zom-B’ is a radical new series about a zombie apocalypse, 
told in the first person by one of its victims. The series 
combines classic Shan action with a fiendishly twisting plot 
and hard-hitting and thought-provoking moral questions 
dealing with racism, abuse of power and more. This is 
challenging material, which will captivate existing Shan fans 
and bring in many new ones. As Darren says, "It's a big, 
sprawling, vicious tale. A grisly piece of escapism, and a 
barbed look at the world in which we live. Each book in the 
series is short, fast-paced and bloody. A high body-count is 
guaranteed!" 
 
 

 
Darren Shan 

 

http://www.thegoodbook.co.uk/stranger-than-fiction
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Private Peaceful 
Thomas “Tommo” Peaceful and his elder brother Charlie do 
everything together. They used to go to school together, 
face their problems together, sleep and eat together; they 
even loved the same girl… but now they have to face the 
many facets of war together. Can a bond and loyalty 
between brothers overcome the brutality of the front lines 
and bring them safely home? When the lines of heroism 
and cowardice collide, what can one man or even a brother 
do to fight the injustices of it all? 

 
Michael 

Morpurgo 
 

 

David Walliams Books 
SIX hilarious and moving novels from bestselling, critically 
acclaimed author, David Walliams. 
DEMON DENTIST: 
Strange things were happening in the dead of night. When 
children put a tooth under their pillow for the tooth fairy, 
they would wake to find something creepy in its place. Evil 
was at work. But who or what was behind it? 
BILLIONAIRE BOY: 
Joe has a lot of reasons to be happy. About a billion of 
them, in fact. He has absolutely everything he could 
possibly want. But there’s just one thing he really needs: a 
friend… 
GANGSTA GRANNY: 
Ben’s grandma is the boringest grandma ever: all she wants 
to do is to play Scrabble and eat cabbage soup. But there 
are two things Ben doesn’t know about her. 
1) She was once an international jewel thief. 
2) All her life, she has been plotting to steal the crown 
jewels, and now she needs Ben’s help… 
MR STINK: 
Mr Stink stank. He also stunk. And if it was correct English 
to say he stinked, then he stinked as well… 
THE BOY IN THE DRESS: 
Dennis was different. Why was he different, you ask? 
Well, a small clue might be in the title of this book… 
RATBURGER: 
Can Zoe keep her beloved pet rat safe from the clutches of 
the dastardly Burt of Burt’s Burgers? 

 
David 

Walliams 

http://www.thegoodbook.co.uk/a-sneaking-suspicion
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Tanith Low in The Maleficent Seven 
 
This time, the bad guys take the stage. Tanith Low, now 
possessed by a remnant, recruits a gang of villains - many of 
whom will be familiar from previous Skulduggery 
adventures - in order to track down and steal the four God-
Killer level weapons that could hurt Darquesse when she 
eventually emerges. Also on the trail of the weapons is a 
secret group of Sanctuary sorcerers, and doing his best to 
keep up and keep Tanith alive is one Mister Ghastly 
Bespoke. When the villains around her are lying, scheming 
and plotting, Tanith needs to stay two steps ahead of her 
teammates and her enemies. After all, she's got her own 
double-crosses to plan, and she's a villain herself...  

 
Derek Landy 

 

The Hobbit 
 
Bilbo Baggins is a hobbit who enjoys a comfortable, 
unambitious life, rarely travelling further than the pantry of 
his hobbit-hole in Bag End. 
But his contentment is disturbed when the wizard, Gandalf, 
and a company of thirteen dwarves arrive on his doorstep 
one day to whisk him away on an unexpected journey 
‘there and back again’. They have a plot to raid the treasure 
hoard of Smaug the Magnificent, a large and very 
dangerous dragon… The prelude to ‘The Lord of the Rings’, 
‘The Hobbit’ has sold many millions of copies since its 
publication in 1937, establishing itself as one of the most 
beloved and influential books of the twentieth century. 

 
J. R. R. Tolkien 

 

Looking For JJ 
 
Three children walked away from the cottages on the edge 
of town toward Berwick Waters. Later that day, only two of 
them came back... Alice Tully knows exactly what happened 
that spring day six years ago, though it's still hard for her to 
believe it. She'll never be able to forget, even though she's 
trying to lead a normal life- she has a job, friends, and a 
boyfriend whom she adores. But Alice's past is dangerous, 
and violent, and sad... and it's about to rip her new life 
apart.   

 
Anne Cassidy 
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The Child’s Elephant 
 
When a baby elephant is left orphaned on the African 
savannah, Bat, a young herdsboy, takes her home and cares 
for her. But Bat's grandmother knows that Meya cannot 
stay with them for ever - the call of the wild will always be 
sounding in her soul. 
And there are rumours borne on the wind; frightening 
stories of kidnapping and suffering and war. Bat and his 
closest friend, Muka, are catapulted into a new life of 
unimaginable terror. Now memories of their village world 
feel so far away. Will the bond between elephant and child 
remain strong enough to save them? 
A thrilling new novel which tells a heartbreakingly life-like 
tale. 

 
Rachel 

Campbell- 
Johnson 

 

Boy / Going Solo 
 
Find out what inspired some of Roald Dahl’s most 
marvellous storybooks in ‘Boy’, the story of his childhood, 
with tales of sweetshops and chocolate, family holidays and 
practical jokes.   
Then follow Roald Dahl into his adulthood in ‘Going Solo’ 
which tells of how, when he grew up, Roald Dahl left 
England for Africa and later flew with the Royal Air Force, 
before he became the world’s number-one storyteller.  
Dahl has created some of the best-loved children's stories 
of the 20th century, including: 
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, James and the Giant 
Peach, The Witches, Charlie and the Great Glass 
Elevator, The BFG, George's Marvellous 
Medicine and Fantastic Mr Fox. 

 
Roald Dahl 

 

Silverfin: The Graphic Novel 
 
It's James Bond's first day at Eton, and already he's met his 
first enemy. This is the start of an adventure that will take 
him from the school playing fields to the remote shores of 
Loch Silverfin and a terrifying discovery that threatens to 
unleash a new breed of warfare. 

 
Charlie 

Higson & 
 Kev Walker 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlie_and_the_Chocolate_Factory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_and_the_Giant_Peach
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_and_the_Giant_Peach
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Witches_(book)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlie_and_the_Great_Glass_Elevator
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlie_and_the_Great_Glass_Elevator
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_BFG
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George%27s_Marvellous_Medicine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George%27s_Marvellous_Medicine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fantastic_Mr_Fox
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Heroic 
 
'For the past five weeks I'd prayed that I'd never see my 
brother's name spelt out in poppies. In the weeks that 
followed I often wished I had.' 
Jammy and Sonny McGann are brothers, but that's where 
the similarities end. One is calm when the other is angry; 
one has a plan while the other lives purely in the moment. 
When Jammy returns from Afghanistan a very different man 
to the one who left, it's Sonny who is left to hold things 
together. But just how far will he go to save the brother 
who always put him first? 
Inspired by S.E. Hinton's ‘The Outsiders’ and by the battles 
facing young soldiers all over the world, this is a devastating 
novel about brotherhood and sacrifice, from the award-
winning author of ‘Being Billy’ and ‘Saving Daisy’. 

 
Phil Earle 

 

The Mates, Dates - Series of 15 
 
‘The Mates, Dates’ series is about four best friends, Lucy, 
Izzie, Nesta and, from the fourth instalment on, TJ. The four 
friends go through all kinds of teenage problems, from 
boys, bras and being broke to finding your particular place 
in the world. Each book is from one of the friend’s 
perspective, showing exactly how each girl deals with the 
dilemmas they face. 

 
Cathy 

Hopkins 
 

 

Cherub – Series of 14 
 
The 14 books in the series are all about an organisation of 
young adult spies called CHERUB. Cherubs (an informal 
name used to call the child spies in ‘CHERUB’) go on 
missions to deceive and trick adults for the intelligence 
purposes. The series focuses on one boy, James, who at 12 
gets recruited at CHERUB. The series then follows James on 
each of his missions- a book for each mission. The storylines 
are very interesting and keep you engrossed throughout. As 
well as learning about the missions, you grow attached to 
the characters, and a good portion of the books are also 
about their personal lives.  
 

 
Robert 

Muchamore 
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A Series of Unfortunate Events – Series of 13 
 
‘A Series of Unfortunate Events’ is the collective volume of 
the thirteen children’s books following the unfortunate lives 
of the Baudelaire Orphans, as written by Lemony Snicket. 
Violet, Klaus and Sunny Baudelaire come across as 
extremely unfortunate children having their parents perish 
in a fire that destroyed their entire home, only to be 
brought to their third cousin four times removed, the 
treacherous count Olaf. Books 1-13 in the series describe 
the treacheries that the children face through their young 
lives while trying to prevent Olaf and his many associates’ 
attempts on getting his hands on the Baudelaire fortune. 
 

 
Lemony 
Snicket 

 
 

The Secret Diary of Adrian Mole Aged 13 3/4  
 
Meet Adrian Mole, a hapless teenager providing an 
unabashed, pimples-and-all glimpse into adolescent life. 
Writing candidly about his parents' marital troubles, the 
dog, his life as a tortured poet and 'misunderstood 
intellectual', Adrian's painfully honest diary is still hilarious 
and compelling reading thirty years after it first appeared. 
 

 
Sue 

Townsend 
 

 

Alex Rider – Series of 9 
 
When his guardian dies in suspicious circumstances, 
fourteen-year-old Alex Rider finds his world turned upside 
down. Forcibly recruited into MI6, Alex has to take part in 
gruelling SAS training exercises. Then, armed with his own 
special set of secret gadgets, he's off on his first mission to 
Cornwall, where Middle-Eastern multi-billionaire Herod 
Sayle is producing his state-of-the-art Stormbreaker 
computers. Sayle has offered to give one free to every 
school in the country - but there's more to the gift than 
meets the eye. 
Follow Alex on all of his missions in this action-packed 
series! 
 
 

 
Anthony 
Horowitz 
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Life, Interrupted 
 
Luke's life is rudely interrupted when his mum, Pat, 
collapses at the hospital where she works. Thoughtful Luke, 
nearly 15, and his accident-prone younger brother Jesse 
each cope in their own ways. As time goes on it is clear Pat 
is not going to recover, and Luke's world rearranges itself, 
while friends and family rally round. 
 

 
Damian 
Kelleher 

 

Jamie Johnson – Series of 7 
 
Jamie's heart seemed to be beating all through his body. 
Everything depended on him. He had to score. Jamie 
Johnson's desperate to become his school's star football 
player (and in his dreams, a top professional too). He's got 
so much to prove, and not just on the pitch - so why aren't 
his mum, teachers and best mate on his side? The 
pressure's on, but has Jamie got what it takes? 
Jamie Johnson is boy who lives and breathes football. He’s 
got amazing talent and the desire to make it to the top. 
Follow him on his journey to success! 
 
The titles includes in the set are:  
The Kick Off, Shoot to Win, Golden Goal, Man of the Match, 
World Class, Final Whistle and the Special World Cup 
Prequel, Skills from Brazil. 
 

 
Dan 

Freedman 

 

 

 
 

The Enemy – Series of 6 
 
THEY’LL CHASE YOU. 
THEY’LL RIP YOU OPEN. 
THEY’LL FEED ON YOU... 
When the sickness came, every parent, policeman, 
politician - every adult fell ill. The lucky ones died. The 
others are crazed, confused and hungry. 
Only children under fourteen remain, and they’re fighting to 
survive. 
 
 

 
Charlie 
Higson 
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Oranges in No Man’s Land 
 
Since her father left Lebanon to find work and her mother 
tragically died in a shell attack, ten-year-old Ayesha has 
been living in the bomb-ravaged city of Beirut with her 
granny and her two younger brothers. The city has been 
torn in half by civil war and a desolate, dangerous no man's 
land divides the two sides. Only militiamen and tanks dare 
enter this deadly zone, but when Granny falls desperately ill 
Ayesha sets off on a terrifying journey across no man's land 
to reach a doctor living in enemy territory... 
 

 
Elizabeth 

Laird 

 

Artemis Fowl: The Graphic Novel 
 
Twelve-year-old Artemis Fowl is a brilliant criminal 
mastermind. But even Artemis doesn't know what he's 
taken on when he kidnaps a fairy, Captain Holly Short of the 
LEPrecon Unit. These aren't the fairies of bedtime stories. 
These fairies are armed and they're dangerous. Artemis 
thinks he's got them just where he wants them, but then 
they stop playing by the rules… 
 

 
Eoin Colfer 

 

The Demonata – Series of 10 
 
‘The Demonata’ is a ten-book series which takes readers 
into new realms and universes, all of them populated or 
threatened by demons. Fast-paced and bloody, horrific and 
fantastic, frightening and exciting. You might never look at 
the world in the same way again... 
Since the night Grubbs Grady came home and found his 
entire family slaughtered, ripped limb from limb, his world 
has become a place of terror. Now he knows about the evil 
demons that live at the fringes of the human world – and 
the werewolf blood that burns inside him. The battle 
against the Demonata has been raging for millennia while 
Grubbs and other brave fighters hang on. But as the demon 
apocalypse swamps our planet, have the Demonata finally 
won?  
 

 
Darren Shan 
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The Fault in our Stars 
 
Despite the tumour-shrinking medical miracle that has 
bought her a few years, Hazel has never been anything but 
terminal, her final chapter inscribed upon diagnosis. But 
when a gorgeous plot twist named Augustus Waters 
suddenly appears at Cancer Kid Support Group, Hazel's 
story is about to be completely rewritten. 
Insightful, bold and raw, ‘The Fault in Our Stars’ is best-
selling author John Green's most ambitious and heart 
breaking work yet, brilliantly exploring the funny, thrilling, 
and tragic business of being alive and in love. 
John Green is the author of: 
Looking for Alaska; An Abundance of Katherines; Paper 
Towns; Will Grayson, Will Grayson. 

 
John Green 

 

The Savages 
 
What happens when the teenage daughter from a family 
with extreme tastes in meat-eating starts dating an 
outspoken vegetarian? Sasha is smitten by Jack, and wishes 
her parents would approve. For Titus and Angelica, it's one 
more challenge in creating a stable home for their brood. 
While angelic baby Katya is set to cut her teeth, their son 
struggles at school. Ivan does his best to be accepted, but 
that's tough when he's been secretly raised to become the 
ultimate hunter gatherer. Welcome to the world of ‘The 
Savages’ - a breed apart from your average household, 
here's a darkly delicious treat for anyone who’s ever been 
embarrassed by their own flesh and blood. 

 
Matt 

Whyman 

 

Wonder 
 
I won't describe what I look like. Whatever you're 
thinking, it's probably worse. 
August (Auggie) Pullman was born with a facial deformity 
that prevented him from going to a mainstream school—
until now. He's about to start 5th grade at Beecher Prep, 
and if you've ever been the new kid then you know how 
hard that can be. The thing is Auggie's just an ordinary kid, 
with an extraordinary face. But can he convince his new 
classmates that he's just like them, despite appearances? 

 
R. J. Palacio 
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Shiver, Linger, Forever (Wolves of Mercy Falls) – 
Series of 3 
 
A gorgeous collector's set of this addictive and hypnotic 
trilogy exploring the all-consuming romance between two 
star-crossed lovers: a yellow-eyed wolf boy and a human 
girl. For years, Grace has watched the wolves in the woods. 
Especially the yellow-eyed beast whose chilling presence 
she can't seem to live without. Every winter she watches 
him, but every summer, he disappears... Sam leads two 
lives. In winter, he stays in the frozen woods, with the 
protection of the pack. In summer, he has a few precious 
months to be human, until the cold makes him shift back 
again. When Grace and Sam finally meet, they realize they 
can't bear to be apart. But can they find a way to stay 
together as the stakes grow higher and death comes closing 
in? 
 

 
Maggie 

Stiefvater 

 

Flirty Dancing 
 
Bea Hogg is shy but fiery inside. When national dance 
competition Starwars comes to her school looking for 
talent, she wants to sign up. It's just a shame her best friend 
agreed to enter with school super-cow Pearl Harris. Bea will 
fight back! But when school hottie, Ollie Matthews, who 
also happens to be Pearl's boyfriend, decides to enter the 
competition with Bea, she will have more than a fight on 
her hands. 

This warm, nuanced, hilarious story about friendship, 
fortitude... and dancing is impossible not to fall in love with. 
Jenny's voice is fresh and convincing, and she handles both 
darker and lighter elements of the story with equal 
panache. 
 

 
Jenny 

McLachlan 
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Life of Pi 
 
One boy, one boat, one tiger... After the tragic sinking of a 
cargo ship, a solitary lifeboat remains bobbing on the wild, 
blue Pacific. The only survivors from the wreck are a sixteen 
year-old boy named Pi, a hyena, a zebra (with a broken leg), 
a female orang-utan and a 450-pound Royal Bengal tiger. 
The scene is set for one of the most extraordinary and best-
loved works of fiction in recent years. 

 
Yann Martel 

 

 

Harry Potter – Series of 7 
 
‘Harry Potter’ is a series of seven epic fantasy novels about 
the adventures of a young wizard, Harry Potter, and his 
friends Ronald Weasley and Hermione Granger. All are 
students at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. 
The main story concerns Harry's quest to overcome the 
Dark wizard Lord Voldemort, who aims to become 
immortal, conquer the wizarding world, overpower non-
magical people, and destroy all those who stand in his way, 
especially Harry Potter. 

 
J. K. Rowling 

 

The Perks of Being a Wallflower 
 
Charlie is a freshman. And while he's not the biggest geek in 
the school, he is by no means popular. Shy, introspective, 
intelligent beyond his years yet socially awkward, he is a 
wallflower, caught between trying to live his life and trying 
to run from it. Charlie is attempting to navigate his way 
through uncharted territory: the world of first dates and 
mixed tapes, family dramas and new friends; the world of 
sex, drugs, and The Rocky Horror Picture Show, when all 
one requires is that perfect song on that perfect drive to 
feel infinite. But Charlie can't stay on the side-line forever. 
Standing on the fringes of life offers a unique perspective. 
But there comes a time to see what it looks like from the 
dance floor. ‘The Perks of Being a Wallflower’ is a deeply 
affecting coming-of-age story that will spirit you back to 
those wild and poignant days known as growing up. 

 
Stephen 
Chbosky 

http://www.thegoodbook.co.uk/true
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epic_(genre)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fantasy_literature
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magician_(fantasy)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_Potter_(character)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ron_Weasley
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermione_Granger
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hogwarts_School_of_Witchcraft_and_Wizardry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lord_Voldemort
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_Potter_universe
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Holes 
 
Stanley Yelnats is unjustly accused of stealing a pair of 

trainers, and his punishment is to go to Camp Green Lake, 

to dig holes. This is all due to his no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-

stealing-great-great-grandfather, who had supposedly 

brought a curse of bad luck on the family through his 

actions long, long ago.  

‘Holes’ is a modern, page-turning adventure, which has the 

feel of a fairy tale. There are goodies and baddies, and a 

touch of magic. Trials need to be faced and problems 

overcome, before old wrongs can be righted, and good can 

triumph over evil.  
 

 

Louis Sachar 

 

 
Divergent Trilogy 
 
In Beatrice Prior's dystopian Chicago, society is divided into 

five factions, each dedicated to the cultivation of a 

particular virtue—Candor (the honest), Abnegation (the 

selfless), Dauntless (the brave), Amity (the peaceful), and 

Erudite (the intelligent). On an appointed day of every year, 

all sixteen-year-olds must select the faction to which they 

will devote the rest of their lives. For Beatrice, the decision 

is between staying with her family and being who she really 

is—she can't have both. So she makes a choice that 

surprises everyone, including herself. 

 

During the highly competitive initiation that follows, 

Beatrice renames herself Tris and struggles to determine 

who her friends really are—and where, exactly, a romance 

with a sometimes fascinating, sometimes infuriating boy fits 

into the life she's chosen. But Tris also has a secret, one 

she's kept hidden from everyone because she's been 

warned it can mean death. And as she discovers a growing 

conflict that threatens to unravel her seemingly perfect 

society, she also learns that her secret might help her save 

those she loves... or it might destroy her. 
 

 

Veronica Roth 
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The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas 
'Some things are just sitting there, minding their own 
business, waiting to be discovered. Like America. And other 
things are probably better off left alone' 
 
Nine-year-old Bruno has a lot of things on his mind. Who is 
the 'Fury'? Why did he make them leave their nice home in 
Berlin to go to 'Out-With’? And who are all the sad people 
in striped pyjamas on the other side of the fence? The 
grown-ups won't explain so Bruno decides there is only one 
thing for it - he will have to explore this place alone. What 
he discovers is a new friend. A boy with the very same 
birthday. A boy in striped pyjamas. But why can't they ever 
play together? 

 
John Boyne 

 

The Hunger Games – Series of 3 
Twenty- four are forced to enter. Only the winner survives. 
In the ruins of a place once known as North America lies the 
nation of Panem, a shining Capitol surrounded by twelve 
outlying districts. Each year, the districts are forced by the 
Capitol to send one boy and one girl between the ages of 
twelve and eighteen to participate in the Hunger Games, a 
brutal and terrifying fight to the death – televised for all of 
Panem to see. 
Survival is second nature for sixteen-year-old Katniss 
Everdeen, who struggles to feed her mother and younger 
sister by secretly hunting and gathering beyond the fences 
of District 12. When Katniss steps in to take the place of her 
sister in the Hunger Games, she knows it may be her death 
sentence. If she is to survive, she must weigh survival 
against humanity and life against love. 

 
Suzanne 
Collins 

 

Pride and Prejudice 
When Elizabeth Bennet meets Mr Darcy she is repelled by 
his overbearing pride, and prejudice towards her family. But 
the Bennet girls are in need of financial security in the 
shape of husbands, so when Darcy's friend, the affable Mr 
Bingley, forms an attachment to Jane, Darcy becomes 
increasingly hard to avoid. Polite society will be turned 
upside down in this witty drama of friendship, rivalry and 
love - Jane Austen's classic romance novel. 

 
Jane Austin 

 

http://www.thegoodbook.co.uk/if-you-could-ask-god-one-question
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Star Girl / Love, Star Girl – Series of 2 
 
From the day she arrives at quiet Mica High in a burst of 
colour and sound, the hallways hum with the murmur of 
“Stargirl, Stargirl.” She captures Leo Borlock’s heart with 
just one smile. She sparks a school-spirit revolution with 
just one cheer. The students of Mica High are enchanted. At 
first. Then they turn on her. Stargirl is suddenly shunned for 
everything that makes her different, and Leo, panicked and 
desperate with love, urges her to become the very thing 
that can destroy her: normal. In this celebration of 
nonconformity, Newbery Medalist Jerry Spinelli weaves a 
tense, emotional tale about the perils of popularity and the 
thrill and inspiration of first love. 

 
Jerry Spinelli 

 

Percy Jackson and the Olympians – Series of 5 
 
If you know anything about Greek mythology, you'll know 
that their gods had a tendency to produce demigod kids by 
the dozen. And the ‘Percy Jackson and the Olympians’ series 
is all about a boy who discovers that he's the offspring of a 
god, and the other demi-god kids that he gets to know at a 
very, very special camp. Rick Riordan spins a clever fast-
moving adventure that mines ancient mythology and gives 
it a modern spin. 

 
Rick Riordan 

 

How I Live Now 
 
Fifteen-year-old Daisy is sent from Manhattan to England to 
visit her aunt and cousins she’s never met: three boys near 
her age, and their little sister. Her aunt goes away on 
business soon after Daisy arrives. The next day bombs go off 
as London is attacked and occupied by an unnamed enemy. 
As power fails, and systems fail, the farm becomes more 
isolated. Despite the war, it’s a kind of Eden, with no adults 
in charge and no rules, a place where Daisy’s uncanny bond 
with her cousins grows into something rare and 
extraordinary. But the war is everywhere, and Daisy and her 
cousins must lead each other into a world that is unknown 
in the scariest, most elemental way.   
A riveting and astonishing story. 

 
Meg Rosoff 

http://www.thegoodbook.co.uk/awesome-on-the-inside
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War Horse 
In the deadly chaos of the First World War, one horse 
witnesses the reality of battle from both sides of the 
trenches. Bombarded by artillery, with bullets knocking 
riders from his back, Joey tells a powerful story of the truest 
friendships surviving in terrible times. The bedlam of battle 
had begun. All around me men cried and fell to the ground, 
and horses reared and screamed in an agony of fear and 
pain. The shells whined and roared overhead, and every 
explosion seemed like an earthquake to us. One horse has 
the seen the best and the worst of humanity. The power of 
war and the beauty of peace. This is his story. 
Former Children’s Laureate and award-winning author, 
Michael Morpurgo, has written nearly 100 books for 
children, some of his most popular books include: 
The Butterfly Lion, Kensuke's Kingdom, Shadow, An Elephant 
in the Garden, Running Wild and Private Peaceful. 

 
Michael 

Morpurgo 

 

Young Bond – Series of 6 
This is Charlie Higson's explosive bestselling ‘Young Bond’ 
series. Before the name became a legend. Before the boy 
became a man. Meet Bond. James Bond.  He’s back, aged 
13 years. The original superspy. A global phenomenon. A 
hero every boy wants to be, and every girl wants to know. 
This is the start of an adventure that will take him from the 
school playing fields to the remote shores of Loch Silverfin 
and a terrifying discovery that threatens to unleash a new 
breed of warfare.  

 
Charlie 
Higson 

 

 
 

Georgia Nicolson – Series of 12 
Follow Georgia's hilarious antics as she tries to overcome 
the dilemma’s that are weighing up against her, and muddle 
her way through teenage life and all that it entails: how to 
replace accidentally shaved-off eyebrows; how to cope with 
Angus, her small Labrador-sized Scottish wildcat; her first 
kiss with Peter – afterwards known as Whelk Boy; annoying 
teachers; unsympathetic friends and family, and how to 
entice Robbie the Sex God! Phew – she’s really got her work 
cut out! 
Check out all of Georgia's teen confessions in her hilariously 
fab and cringey series of diaries! 

 
Louise 

Rennison 

http://www.thegoodbook.co.uk/stranger-than-fiction
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Noughts and Crosses 
 
Sephy is a Cross – a member of the dark-skinned ruling 
class. Callum is a nought – a ‘colourless’ member of the 
underclass who were once slaves to the Crosses. 
The two have been friends since early childhood. But that’s 
as far as it can go. Until the first steps are taken towards 
more social equality and a limited number of Noughts are 
allowed into Cross schools… Against a background of 
prejudice and distrust, intensely highlighted by violent 
terrorist activity by Noughts, a romance builds between 
Sephy and Callum – a romance that is to lead both of them 
into terrible danger… 
 

 
Malorie 

Blackman 

 

The Saga of Larten Crepsley – Series of 4 
 
Following the massive success of the ‘Demonata’ series, 
Darren Shan is back where it all started – telling the life 
story of the vampire Larten Crepsley. Spanning centuries 
and continents, taking in sea voyages, murder, war and 
love, this is the epic, blood-soaked tale of a vampire who 
started out a nobody… and ended up changing the world 
forever. 
For every vampire, the end… is just the beginning. 
When terrible events force young Larten Crespley to flee his 
home he finds himself alone in the world. Then he meets 
the mysterious Seba Nile, who introduces him to the ways 
of the vampire clan. But will Larten turn his back on 
humanity and join a world from which there can be no 
return…? 
 

 
Darren Shan 

 

 

Silverfin: The Graphic Novel 
 
It's James Bond's first day at Eton, and already he's met his 
first enemy. This is the start of an adventure that will take 
him from the school playing fields to the remote shores of 
Loch Silverfin and a terrifying discovery that threatens to 
unleash a new breed of warfare. 
 

 
Charlie 

Higson & 
Kev Walker 
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The Mortal Instruments – Series of 6 
 

Sixteen-year-old Clary Fray is an ordinary teenager, who 

likes hanging out in Brooklyn with her friends. But 

everything changes the night she witnesses a murder, 

committed by a group of teens armed with medieval 

weaponry. The murderous group are Shadow hunters, 

secret warriors dedicated to driving demons out of this 

dimension and back into their own. Drawn inexorably into a 

terrifying world, Clary slowly begins to learn the truth about 

her family - and the battle for the fate of the world. 

So begins the story of ‘The Mortal Instruments’, an epic six-

book fantasy series centering on the adventures of Clary 

Fray and her friends and fellow adventurers. 

 

Cassandra 

Clare 

 

Lord of the Rings Trilogy 
 
Sauron, the Dark Lord, has gathered to him all the Rings of 

Power; the means by which he intends to rule Middle-earth. 

All he lacks in his plans for dominion is the One Ring – the 

ring that rules them all – which has fallen into the hands of 

the hobbit, Bilbo Baggins.  

In a sleepy village in the Shire, young Frodo Baggins finds 

himself faced with an immense task, as the Ring is 

entrusted to his care. He must leave his home and make a 

perilous journey across the realms of Middle-earth to the 

Crack of Doom, deep inside the territories of the Dark Lord. 

There he must destroy the Ring forever and foil the Dark 

Lord in his evil purpose. 

Discover the incredible epic journey of Frodo in a fantasy 

classic, ‘The Lord of the Rings’ Trilogy. 

 

J. R. R. Tolkien 

 

Infinite Sky 
 
A truly beautiful book about the summer that changed one 

girl's life, as her mum leaves home, travellers set up camp in 

the family's field, her older brother goes off the rails, and 

she falls in love for the very first time. Opening with a 

funeral, Iris is mourning the boy in the casket - but who is 

it? Sam, her tearaway brother, or Trick, her tentative 

boyfriend? Over one long hot summer, we find out just how 

their three lives were turned upside-down. 

 

C. J. Flood 
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The Twilight Saga  
 
When 17 year old Isabella Swan moves to Forks, 
Washington to live with her father she expects that her new 
life will be as dull as the town. But in spite of her awkward 
manner and low expectations, she finds that her new 
classmates are drawn to this pale, dark-haired new girl in 
town. But not, it seems, the Cullen family. These five 
adopted brothers and sisters obviously prefer their own 
company and will make no exception for Bella. Bella is 
convinced that Edward Cullen in particular hates her, but 
she feels a strange attraction to him, although his hostility 
makes her feel almost physically ill. He seems determined 
to push her away - until, that is, he saves her life from an 
out of control car. Bella will soon discover that there is a 
very good reason for Edward's coldness. He, and his family, 
are vampires - and he knows how dangerous it is for others 
to get too close. 
 

 
Stephanie 

Meyer 

 

The Book Thief 
 
Here is a small fact - you are going to die. 
1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. 
Death has never been busier. 
Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with a foster family on 
Himmel Street. Her parents have been taken away to a 
concentration camp. Liesel steals books. This is her story 
and the story of the inhabitants of her street when the 
bombs begin to fall. 
Some important information - this novel is narrated by 
death. 
It's a small story, about: 
A girl. 
An accordionist. 
Some fanatical Germans. 
A Jewish fist fighter. 
And quite a lot of thievery. 
Another thing you should know - death will visit the book 
thief three times. 
 

 
Markus Zusak 
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Beautiful Creatures: The Manga 
 
The world of ‘Beautiful Creatures’ comes to life in this 
stunning graphic novel adaptation of the bestselling love 
story. 
Is falling in love the beginning... Or the end? 
In Ethan Wate's hometown there lies the darkest of 
secrets... 
There is a girl. 
Slowly, she pulled the hood from her head. Green eyes, 
black hair. Lena Duchannes. 
There is a curse. 
On the Sixteenth Moon, the Sixteenth Year, the Book will 
take what it's been promised. And no one can stop it. 
In the end, there is a grave. 
Lena and Ethan become bound together by a deep, powerful 
love. But Lena is cursed and on her sixteenth birthday, her 
fate will be decided. 
Ethan never even saw it coming. 

 
Kami Garcia & 

 Margaret 
Stohl 

 

His Dark Materials – Series of 3 
 
‘Northern Lights’ introduces Lyra, an orphan, who lives in a 
parallel universe in which science, theology and magic are 
entwined. Lyra's search for a kidnapped friend uncovers a 
sinister plot involving stolen children and turns into a quest 
to understand a mysterious phenomenon called Dust. 
In ‘The Subtle Knife’ she is joined on her journey by Will, a 
boy who possesses a knife that can cut windows between 
worlds. As Lyra learns the truth about her parents and her 
prophesied destiny, the two young people are caught up in 
a war against celestial powers that ranges across many 
worlds and leads to a thrilling conclusion in ‘The Amber 
Spyglass’. 
The epic story Pullman tells is not only a spellbinding 
adventure featuring armoured polar bears, magical devices, 
witches and daemons, it is also an audacious and profound 
re-imagining of Milton's ‘Paradise Lost’. An utterly 
entrancing blend of metaphysical speculation and bravura 
storytelling, ‘His Dark Materials’ is a monumental and 
enduring achievement. 

 
Philip Pullman 
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Cherub – Series of 14 
 
The 14 books in the series are all about an organisation of 
young adult spies called CHERUB. Cherubs (an informal 
name used to call the child spies in ‘CHERUB’) go on 
missions to deceive and trick adults for the intelligence 
purposes. The series focuses on one boy, James, who at 12 
gets recruited at CHERUB. The series then follows James on 
each of his missions- a book for each mission. The storylines 
are very interesting and keep you engrossed throughout. As 
well as learning about the missions, you grow attached to 
the characters, and a good portion of the books are also 
about their personal lives.  

 
Robert 

Muchamore 

 

 

Flirty Dancing 
 
Bea Hogg is shy but fiery inside. When national dance 
competition Starwars comes to her school looking for 
talent, she wants to sign up. It's just a shame her best friend 
agreed to enter with school super-cow Pearl Harris. Bea will 
fight back! But when school hottie, Ollie Matthews, who 
also happens to be Pearl's boyfriend, decides to enter the 
competition with Bea, she will have more than a fight on 
her hands. 
This warm, nuanced, hilarious story about friendship, 
fortitude… and dancing is impossible not to fall in love with.  

 
Jenny 

McLachlan 

 

 

The Inheritance Cycle – Series of 4 
 
‘The Inheritance cycle’ is the unforgettable, worldwide 
bestselling saga of one boy, one dragon, and a world of 
adventure. When Eragon finds a polished blue stone in the 
forest, he thinks it is the lucky discovery of a poor farm boy. 
But when the stone brings a dragon hatchling, Eragon soon 
realizes he has stumbled upon a legacy nearly as old as the 
Empire itself. Overnight his simple life is shattered, and he 
and his dragon, Saphira, are thrust into a perilous new 
world of destiny, magic, and power. Can Eragon take up the 
mantle of the legendary Dragon Riders? The fate of the 
Empire may rest in his hands... 
 

 
Christopher 

Paolini 
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The Power of Five – Series of 5 
 
A dark story of the supernatural. Matt, a young man with 

unusual powers finds himself in the midst of sinister goings-

on. His investigations uncover a terrible secret - eight 

guardians are protecting the world from the evil ones, 

beings banished long ago by five children. But a shadowy 

group want to let the evil ones back in. Can Matt succeed in 

stopping them? 

 

Anthony 

Horowitz 

 

 

Life on the Refrigerator Door 
 
‘Life on the Refrigerator Door’ is told exclusively through 

notes exchanged by Claire and her mother, Elizabeth, 

during the course of a life-altering year. Their story builds to 

an emotional crescendo when Elizabeth is diagnosed with 

breast cancer. 

Stunningly sad but ultimately uplifting, this is a clever, 

moving, and original portrait of the relationship between a 

daughter and mother. It is about how we live our lives 

constantly rushing, and never making time for those we 

love. It is also an elegy to how much can be said in so few 

words, if only we made the time to say them. 

 

Alice Kuipers 

 

Jamie Johnson – Series of 7 
 
Jamie's heart seemed to be beating all through his body. 

Everything depended on him. He had to score. Jamie 

Johnson's desperate to become his school's star football 

player (and in his dreams, a top professional too). He's got 

so much to prove, and not just on the pitch - so why aren't 

his mum, teachers and best mate on his side? The 

pressure's on, but has Jamie got what it takes? 

Jamie Johnson is boy who lives and breathes football. He’s 
got amazing talent and the desire to make it to the top. 

Follow him on his journey to success! 

The titles includes in the set are:  

The Kick Off, Shoot to Win, Golden Goal, Man of the Match, 
World Class, Final Whistle and the Special World Cup 
Prequel, Skills from Brazil. 
 

 

Dan 

Freedman 
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The Enemy – Series of 6 
 
THEY’LL CHASE YOU. 
THEY’LL RIP YOU OPEN. 
THEY’LL FEED ON YOU... 
 
When the sickness came, every parent, policeman, 
politician - every adult fell ill. The lucky ones died. The 
others are crazed, confused and hungry. 
Only children under fourteen remain, and they’re fighting to 
survive. 
 
 

 
Charlie 
Higson 

 
 

 

 
Once – Series of 4 
 
A moving series told from a child’s viewpoint about what 
happened to the children of Poland after the Germans 
invaded. Felix has been placed by his parents in an 
orphanage for safe-keeping but, when the Germans come 
and burn the books in the orphanage library, Felix knows he 
must set out to return to his parents who are booksellers 
and make sure they are safe. Felix’s journey is dangerous 
and desperate but also full of courage and hope in a world 
where friendships and loyalty are the glue that hold things 
together. 
 

 
Morris 

Gleitzman 

 

 
Vampire Academy: The Graphic Novel 
 
After two years on the run, best friends Rose and Lissa are 
caught and returned to St. Vladimir’s Academy, a private 
high school for vampires and half-bloods. It’s filled with 
intrigue, danger—and even romance. 
 
Enter their dark, fascinating world through a new series of 
144-page full-colour graphic novels.  

 
Richelle Mead 
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The Wind on Fire Trilogy 
 
Twins Bowman and Kestrel have saved their family and the 

rest of the Manth people from slavery and helped bring 

about the downfall of the cruel city-state of the Mastery. 

Now, led by their mother, a prophetess, they are free to 

seek their promised land. But the journey is long and hard, 

filled with many dangers, enemies, distractions, and 

temptations. And each of the travellers is preoccupied with 

his or her own worries. Hanno Hath, the twins' father, is 

troubled to see his beloved wife weaken as they draw close 

to the promised land. As well, he must bolster the 

endurance of the often doubting and disgruntled Manth 

people. Bowman is torn between his attraction to Sisi, a 

former princess, and his destiny, as he perceives it, to 

sacrifice himself for the good of the people. Kestrel also 

feels a pull toward a mission, toward something-but for 

some reason, she cannot envision her life beyond the 

journey. 

This is the satisfying and profound ending to the trilogy, 

which began with ‘The Wind Singer’, winner of the coveted 

Smarties Prize in England. 

 

 

William 

Nicholson 

 

 
 
 

The Fault in our Stars 
 
Despite the tumour-shrinking medical miracle that has 

bought her a few years, Hazel has never been anything but 

terminal, her final chapter inscribed upon diagnosis. But 

when a gorgeous plot twist named Augustus Waters 

suddenly appears at Cancer Kid Support Group, Hazel's 

story is about to be completely rewritten. 

Insightful, bold, irreverent, and raw, ‘The Fault in Our Stars’ 
is award-winning author John Green's most ambitious and 

heart-breaking work yet, brilliantly exploring the funny, 

thrilling, and tragic business of being alive and in love. 

John Green is the best-selling author of: 

Looking for Alaska; An Abundance of Katherines; Paper 
Towns; Will Grayson, Will Grayson. 
 

 

 

 

John Green 
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The Knife of Never Letting Go 
 
 
Todd Hewitt is the only boy in a town of men. Ever since the 
settlers were infected with the Noise germ, Todd can hear 
everything the men think, and they hear everything he 
thinks. Todd is just a month away from becoming a man, 
but in the midst of the cacophony, he knows that the town 
is hiding something from him — something so awful Todd is 
forced to flee with only his dog, whose simple, loyal voice 
he hears too. With hostile men from the town in pursuit, 
the two stumble upon a strange and eerily silent creature: a 
girl. Who is she? Why wasn’t she killed by the germ like all 
the females on New World? Propelled by Todd’s gritty 
narration, readers are in for a white-knuckle journey in 
which a boy on the cusp of manhood must unlearn 
everything he knows in order to figure out who he truly is. 
 
 

 
Patrick Ness 

 

 
Wonder 
 
I won't describe what I look like. Whatever you're 
thinking, it's probably worse. 
 
August (Auggie) Pullman was born with a facial deformity 
that prevented him from going to a mainstream school—
until now. He's about to start 5th grade at Beecher Prep, 
and if you've ever been the new kid then you know how 
hard that can be. The thing is Auggie's just an ordinary kid, 
with an extraordinary face. But can he convince his new 
classmates that he's just like them, despite appearances? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
R. J. Palacio 
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The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time  
 
‘The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time’ is a 
murder mystery novel like no other. The detective, and 
narrator, is Christopher Boone. Christopher is fifteen and 
has Asperger's Syndrome. He knows a very great deal about 
maths and very little about human beings. He loves lists, 
patterns and the truth. He hates the colours yellow and 
brown and being touched. He has never gone further than 
the end of the road on his own, but when he finds a 
neighbour's dog murdered he sets out on a terrifying 
journey which will turn his whole world upside down. 
 

 
Mark Haddon 

 

 
Gone – Series of 6 
 
299 hours 54 minutes. 
 
Suddenly it’s a world without adults and normal has 
crashed and burned. When life as you know it ends at 15, 
everything changes. There are no adults, no answers. What 
would you do? Those left must do all they can to survive. 
But everyone’s idea of survival is different. Some look after 
themselves, some look after others, and some will do 
anything for power... Even kill. For Sam and Astrid, it is a 
race against time as they try to solve the questions that 
now dominate their lives... What is the mysterious wall that 
has encircled the town of Perdido Beach and trapped 
everyone within? Why have some kids developed strange 
powers? And can they defeat Caine and his gang of bullies 
before they turn 15 and disappear too? 
It isn’t until the world collapses around you that you find 
out what kind of person you really are. 
 
 

 
Michael Grant 



 

 

-

 


